Production Displays
Why?
Your Production line’s efficiency relies on everything
working well, and all production staff being aware of
what they must do and how they are doing NOW. It is
too late if shortfalls are noticed at the end of the shift.
Plus, your customers will be impressed to note that
you t ake production line monitoring seriously, as it
shows that you have your finger on the pulse of your
production facility.
The benefits?
With live production data, if the production team is
behind target, they can see immediately that they
need to increase output rate if they are to achieve
target by the end of the shift.
In addition, the production manager can see at a
glance how each of his lines is performing and can
immediately investigate and correct backlogs and
low output.
Overhead beacons showing workstation status can
be integrated into a single display board so that
maintenance staff can react fast to any stoppages.
And your customers will be reassured if they see you
are using production monitoring displays in your
factory, that you are more likely to be able to meet
delivery schedules.
How?
Most of our displays are fully self-contained.
That means they only need mains power and a pulse
per item produced, and they can compute and
display total, rate, downtime, OEE, moving target,
quality %, fault messages etc.
The displays are modular, made from standard
functional models in our Fusion and EasyReader
range, plus any communications interfaces, sensors,
beacons or sounders needed to complete the
package.
The enclosures are all made by us, so can be any
size necessary to allow the display to be seen clearly
in your plant environment. All round sealing to IP65 is
standard on most of our displays.
Plus we often brand displays with customers’ logos,
colour schemes and graphics, to give a truly
corporate feel to the production line. We can do the
same for you.
The displays can also accept data from existing
production control systems and can create data for
you to use in reporting and diagnosis.
But I need a special display!
We specialise in specials! No two customers have
identical requirements, so we are geared up to adapt
to your exact needs, and will be pleased to quote for
a solution which meets all your requirements.
You can download a Custom Special W ishlist from
http://www.london-electronics.com/wishlist.php

